Abstract-During the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES)-14 and -15 post-launch test (PLT) for science periods, an up to ∼2 K mean brightness temperature (Tb) bias with respect to collocated Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS) and Infrared Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer (IASI) observations was observed in the absorptive IR channels of the GOES-14/15 Imagers. These large scene-dependent biases were believed to be caused mainly by spectral characterization errors. In this paper, we refined the spectral response function (SRF) shift algorithm which was developed during the GOES-13 PLT period to improve the GOES-14/15 Imager IR radiometric calibration accuracy by accurately calculating the impact of blackbody on the calibrated scene radiance. The uncertainty of the SRF shift algorithm was estimated and used to guide the final selection of the total amount of central wave-number shift. This refined algorithm was first verified with GOES-13 Imager Ch6 data and then used to evaluate and further revise the audited GOES-14/15 SRFs provided by the instrument vendor. Based on this algorithm, the optimal SRF shifts were −1.98 cm −1 for GOES-13 Ch6, −8.25 cm −1 for GOES-14 Ch3, −0.25 cm −1 for GOES-14 Ch6, −6.25 cm −1 for GOES-15 Ch3 and +0.50 cm −1 for GOES-15 Ch6. The newly shifted SRFs were operationally implemented into the GOES-14/15 Imager IR calibrations in the August of 2011 and successfully reduced the mean all-sky Tb bias with respect to the reference instrument to less than 0.15 K. The scene-dependent bias, which can be nonlinear at large erroneous SRF, was also greatly reduced. The same method was applied to correct the GOES-12 Imager Ch6 SRF which has a changing SRF error during its mission life. A strong linear relationship between the optimal SRF shifts and the mean Tb bias with respect to the AIRS data was observed at this channel. This strong linear relationship can be used to revise the GOES-12 Ch6 SRF for a better radiance simulation. The method described in this paper is particularly important to evaluate and revise the erroneous SRF, if it exists, after satellite launch yet before it becomes fully operational.
monitoring and forecasting mission. Radiometric calibration is a series of operations that applies the calibration coefficients (e.g., offset and gain) to the scene outputs to compensate for the instrument degradation and the background energy variation, while the spectral calibration, expressed as the normalized spectral response function (SRF), encompasses the overall performance of instrument mirror reflectivity, filter transmissions, and detector responsivities. As the instrument spectral performance determines the outputs of calibration targets that are used to calculate the calibration coefficients, errors in SRF can directly affect the radiometric calibration accuracy. Therefore, high quality radiometric radiance requires both accurate spectral and radiometric calibrations. However, the SRF used in the radiometric calibration may not always accurately characterize the actual in-orbit instrument spectral performance, due to the possible inaccurate spectral calibration before satellite launch, and/or possible SRF change caused by the harsh space environment. Recent research shows that the SRF error can be identified for the broad-band absorptive channels by comparing the collocated measurements with well-calibrated hyperspectral radiometers [1] . The intercalibration between geostationary (GEO) broad-band instruments against the well-calibrated hyperspectral radiometers at Low Earth Orbit (LEO), developed under the umbrella of the Global Space-based Inter-Calibration System (GSICS) project, has proven a very useful tool in evaluating radiance calibration accuracy and detecting some instrument calibration anomalies [2] , [3] . Inter-calibration with the Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS) onboard the Aqua satellite and the Infrared Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer (IASI) on the Metop-A satellite is particularly powerful in assessing and correcting the erroneous SRF-induced radiance anomaly. The protocol to detect and revise an erroneous SRF of GOES absorptive IR channels was developed at NOAA using the GSICS GEO-LEO inter-calibration data and the instrument in-orbit measurements during the GOES-13 post-launch test (PLT) period in 2009 [1] . The SRF revision algorithm was later refined during the GOES-14/15 PLT for science periods in 2011. Details of the SRF correction theory are thoroughly addressed in the first part of the two-part paper [1] . This part of paper focuses on the application of the refined algorithm to correct the erroneous SRFs of GOES-12, 14, and 15 Imagers (Fig. 1) .
When the GSICS GEO-LEO inter-calibration is used to revise a SRF, the change in the SRF may affect radiances in two ways. First, the simulated LEO radiance may change when the hyperspectral radiance is convolved with the new SRF. This impact is most significant for absorptive IR channels where a small shift of the central wave-number or SRF shape may result in a large change in simulated LEO radiance [1] . Second, the change in SRF can result in new blackbody (BB) radiance which leads to a new set of calibration coefficients and then thus result in new calibrated scene radiance. Yet, the impact of the SRF-induced BB radiance variation on the radiometric calibration accuracy may be ignored in the process of an SRF shift, and a large radiometric calibration error may still remain [4] . For example, a large shift of 10 cm −1 in the GOES-15 Imager Ch3 can lead to an average of approximate 3% change of calibrated radiance for one month all-sky GOES-IASI collocation pixels, corresponding to about 0.8 K in Tb variation for the scene temperature of 245 K, if the impact of BB radiance is not accounted in the SRF shift procedure (Fig. 2) .
During the GOES-13 PLT for science test period, the erroneous SRF-induced radiometric calibration error was identified at Imager Ch6, and the decision was later made to revise the SRF at this channel [1] . Without laboratory data, there are infinitely many ways to change the SRF. Yet, the most convenient empirical adjustment is to uniformly shift the SRF. Due to the limited time available before the satellite operation, the impact of the SRF-shifted BB radiance variation on the GEO radiance was approximated, instead of accurate calculation, to guide the final selection of the shifted central wave-number of GOES-13 Ch6 SRF [1] . Later, during the GOES-14/15 PLT periods in early 2011, the SRF shift algorithm was then refined to account for this impact in simulating the calibrated GEO radiance. The shifted results were implemented at GOES-14/15 on August 9, 2011 [5] . The part of paper is to describe the refined algorithm, as well as its application to improve radiometric accuracy of GOES-14/15 Imager Ch3 and Ch6 and GOES-12 Imager Ch6 data (Table I) .
The algorithm was also used to correct the GOES-12 Imager Ch6 SRF in this study. The GOES-12 Imager has the first Ch6, centered at 13.3 μm. Like the GOES-13 Imager Ch6, large Tb biases with respect to AIRS and IASI measurements were also observed during its entire mission period, and it is believed to be caused by an erroneous pre-launch SRF [1] . In addition, due to the failure of the Imager anti-ice heater during the GOES-12 PLT period, the in-orbit SRF also changes as the ice contamination of the Imager optics' components varies over time [1] , [6] . Similar impact of ice contamination on the inorbit SRF change was also found at EUMETSAT Metoesat-9 SEVIRI 13.4 μm channel [7] . The changing GOES-12 Imager Ch6 SRF, along with the erroneous pre-launch SRF, results in time-dependent mean Tb biases ranging from about −1.0 K to −3.0 K [8] . At the time of writing, four Imager decontamination events have been conducted to evaporate the ice contaminators and thus to improve the instrument sensitivity. All these instrument events resulted in rapid SRF changes and made consequently rapid changes in Tb biases with respect to the reference instruments. As the change of SRF shape can be approximated by empirically shifting the central wave-number [1] , [7] , another objective of this study is to develop a timedependent SRF correction function for GOES-12 Imager Ch6 using the refined SRF-shifted algorithm.
II. METHODOLOGY AND DATA
Results of numerous studies have shown that while on-orbit, the AIRS and IASI radiometers have had very stable spectral and radiometric calibrations with very small radiance differences [8] [9] [10] [11] . It was reported that the mean Tb bias between AIRS and IASI over each GOES Imager IR spectrum is less than 0.1 K [7] . As a result, these two instruments are often selected as references to modify broad-band SRFs [1] , [13] .
At NOAA, the GOES Tb biases with respect to AIRS and IASI are being used to evaluate and monitor the GOES IR radiometric calibration accuracy. Over the past several years, several GOES Imager IR absorptive channels were found to have persistent, relatively large biases beyond their specifications when compared to both AIRS and IASI measurements. The large Tb biases were identified to be mainly caused by erroneous SRFs, using the analyses described in the first part of the paper [1] . The criteria to identify erroneous SRF-induced Tb or radiance bias can be summarized as follows:
1) The bias with respect to the reference instrument is far beyond the uncertainty caused by GSICS GEO-LEO collocation mismatches which are largely random or symmetrically distributed [14] , [15] . 2) The reference LEO instrument calibrations are accurate and stable during the study period.
3) The biases are scene radiance-dependent, or the scenedependent slope of the Tb bias is significant. In this paper, we refer the slope of the Tb bias against the scene radiance as scene-dependent slope. 4) While the absorptive channels display a relatively large Tb bias, all the other window channels of same instrument are well-calibrated. This indicates that the main cause of the large Tb bias is unlikely to be attributed to errors in BB temperature or emissivity, or impacted by background thermal variation, contaminated space clamps, or other stray-light impacts. 5) Other channel-specific GOES calibration factors, such as scan-angle-dependent emissivity and detector nonlinear response to radiance are unlikely to have caused such large biases. Our previous analysis of GOES and IASI collocations across a large scan angle range did not show any systematic angle-dependent bias between these two instruments [16] . Also, the residual nonlinear detector response, if exists, should be only apparent at extremely hot and/or cold scenes. Yet, we did not find such consistent large Tb bias at extreme radiances for most GOES IR channels. 6) Both the absolute values of scene-dependent slope and mean bias should be reduced as the central wave-number is shifted toward the optimal position. The signs of the slope and mean Tb values will change (e.g., from negative "−" to positive "+," or vice-versa) when the central wave-number is overcorrected. 7) The knowledge-based SRF revision from the instrument vendor (e.g., revisit of the sampling data), if provided, can reduce the bias with respect to the reference instruments.
This reduced Tb bias can further confirm the erroneous SRF. 8) The hypothesis of erroneous SRF can be theoretically validated with basic meteorology and radiative transfer theory, if applicable.
Once the erroneous SRF-induced radiometric calibration anomaly is identified, the most practical way to reduce the bias is to shift the central wave-number of the SRF [1] . During the campaign in shifting the SRF of GOES-13 Ch6, the final selection of the shifted central wave-number is based on the theory that the optimal SRF shift should be the one that minimizes the absolute scene-dependent slope. Theoretically, the mean bias and the scene-dependent slope should reach zero values simultaneously at the "true" central wave-number if the bias is entirely due to SRF error. However, it may not always be the case in actual situations. The broad-band GEO radiance is simulated by convolving from LEO measurements. The SRF thus should be shifted with the increment of the spectral resolution of the reference instruments. Yet, the "true" central wave-number may locate within the reference spectral interval and result in non-zero minimum mean bias and scenedependent slope values. Also, other factors other than SRF error may somehow also contribute to the GOES IR radiometric calibration error, yet to a much less magnitude. As a result, the mean bias and the bias-dependent slope may not reach their minimum values simultaneously. Fig. 3 is a flowchart of the SRF shift algorithm used in this study, following the GOES IR calibration procedure. Both the GSICS GEO-LEO collocation radiances and the GOES IR calibration data are needed to calculate the raw scene output and the corresponding calibration coefficients. Here, the calibration data are referred to the calibration-related telemetry measurements, BB and space view counts, and calibration coefficients. Note that since the GOES IR channels experience a midnight calibration anomaly during the satellite midnight period [17] , only day-time collocations and calibration data are used in this study. The mean BB and space view raw count and BB temperature between 12:00 satellite local time (SLT) and 14:00 SLT from three continuous days are used to reconstruct the virtual earth scene raw count and calculate the new sets of calibration coefficient values. The sign "+" before the shifted central wave-number represents that the SRF should be shifted toward the longer wave-number direction and "−" for the shift toward the shorter wave-number direction. Flowchart to evaluate the radiometric calibration accuracy from a new SRF using GSICS GEO-LEO collocation data, as well as GOES calibration data (e.g., telemetry temperature, BB/space view counts, etc). The term cw stands for central wave-number.
As previously stated, a new SRF affects the earth view radiance in two ways: 1) new simulated LEO radiance and 2) new calibrated earth scene radiance measured by GOES. While the reference LEO radiance can be simulated by convolving the AIRS or IASI spectra with the new broad-band SRF, the GEO-calibrated radiance should be estimated with the new calibration coefficients, which are derived from the new BB radiance. The bias with the new SRF is then calculated as the difference between the newly calibrated GEO radiance and the newly simulated LEO radiance. The SRF is shifted by the LEO spectral interval, and the whole process in Fig. 3 is iteratively applied to each pair of homogeneous collocation scenes until the scatterplot of the scene-dependent slope or mean Tb bias meet the criteria for the final amount of shifted central wavenumbers. The final shifted central wave-number is decided when either the overall absolute bias or the absolute scene dependence slope reaches its minimum value, whichever comes the first within the range of uncertainty (0.15 K, described in Section II-D).
A. Convolution of Hyperspectral Measurements
The radiance of the reference LEO can be simulated by convolving the LEO measurements with the GEO SRF. The GEO SRF should be interpolated at LEO spectral intervals after each shift
here, L leo (ν) is the LEO measured radiance at wave-number ν. SRF(ν) is the normalized SRF at wave-number ν within the spectral range of
B. Calculation of GOES Earth Scene Raw Count
The GOES level 1b-like data are archived in GOES VARiable Format (GVAR) data and are available at NOAA's Comprehensive Large Array-data Stewardship System (CLASS). The scene raw count is needed to calculate the calibrated scene radiance for each SRF shift. Unfortunately, GOES GVAR data do not archive any earth view raw count for the Imager instrument. We need to retrieve the earth view raw count using the GOES IR calibration equations [18] 
where ε(θ) is the scan-angle emissivity at scan angle (pixel position) θ. The angular-dependent emissivity is determined during the satellite PLT period. L earth and L M are the radiances at earth scene and scan-mirror temperature, respectively. X is the output count of the instrument, the raw count of the earth scene. The quadratic coefficient q is the fixed factorydetermined value to correct the possible nonlinearity in sensor response. During the GOES IR calibration, it is assumed that the BB is perfectly black, and there is no significant change in the background flux during the BB and space view events within a calibration cycle. The first-order calibration coefficient m can be calculated as
where X bb and X sp are the instrument raw counts at the BB and space view, respectively. L bb is the radiance of the BB. L M,bb is the radiance of the scan mirror computed from its temperature at the time of the BB sequence. ε(45) and ε(sp) are the scan mirror emissivity at the BB scan angle (45 • ) and space view scan angle, respectively. The space view angle is either 40
• or 50
• , depending on the space clamp position. Space clamp is an instrument mechanism to maintain the space count at a constant level. For GOES, the space clamp position is routinely changed to avoid of solar contamination [4] .
In operation, the intercept b in (2) is first calculated from the space view data [b sp in (4)] and then adjusted to compensate for sensor bias drift effects
where L M,sp is the scan-mirror radiance at the space view position. ib rate is the sensor bias drift rate calculated from the space count change between the two continuous space clamp events. Δt is the time elapsed between the earth view and last space clamp event.
Although all the parameters can be found or theoretically derived from GOES GVAR data to calculate the first-order gain m and offset b values, the procedure to calculate the offset b value is very tedious and tremendously time consuming because the parameters are archived in different blocks of the GVAR data. While most calibration data needed in (2)-(5), including the telemetry data and space and BB view counts, are available in the GVAR Block 11, which are separately archived at NOAA CLASS, the instrument bias drift rate (ib rate ) are recorded in GVAR Block 0. The GVAR Block 0 is only embedded in the GVAR files which are generated at each hour, and each GVAR file has several tens of Gigabytes in size. Thus, it will take tremendous computing time and computer source to ingest the ibrate value for each collocated GOES pixel from the GVAR data. In addition, the operational calibration slope (m) values are often averaged for a selected time interval over a selected number of days to minimize the variation caused by measurement noise [19] . This smoothed calibration slope makes the scent raw count recovery more complicated.
To simplify this procedure, it is assumed that the scan angledependent emissivity and sensor drift noise are perfectly corrected. In another words, the collocation scenes are observed with an ideal virtual optics' system that does not have these issues. Therefore, instead of generating the operational calibration coefficients and actual raw counts, a new set of m , b , and X observed with this "virtual" optics system are calculated using the collocation and calibration data as expressed in (6)- (8) . This set of parameters is used to calculate the new scene radiance with (2) as described in the flowchart of Fig. 3 
where q is the pre-launch fixed second-order calibration coefficient, X bb and X sp are the measured BB and space view counts archived in the GVAR B11, L earth is the GOES measured earth scene radiance from the GSICS GEO-LEO collocation data set, and L bb is the channel-averaged BB radiance. It can be calculated as follows.
where L bb is the channel-averaged radiance of the BB. L(T bb , λ) is the Planck function of the BB temperature T bb at wave-number ν. T bb is weighted from the eight GOES Imager BB Platinum Resistance Thermometers. In actual processing, two alternatives are available to calculate the BB radiance. The first one is to use the cubic polynomial approximation of BB temperature as
bb . The polynomial coefficients of R0, a 1 , a 2 , and a 3 are determined from the SRF of the channel. This method is applied in the GOES IR operational calibration, and the corresponding coefficients are provided to the users in the GOES GVAR Block 11 [19] . The second one is to convert the effective BB temperature to radiance using the Planck function
where a and b are the band conversion coefficients, and cw is the central wave-number. Equation (11) the moment central wave-number (wavelength) [20] , in which the central wave-number is calculated by dividing the integral of the response times the wave-number by the integral of the response. This method is used in the instrument vendor's GOES-14/15 SRF delivery package and the Man Computer Interactive Data Access System software and can be found at http://cimss.ssec.wisc.edu/goes/calibration/. Our analysis shows that, as long as the central wave-number and band conversion coefficients are self-consistent, the temperature difference with different cw definitions is scene radiance dependent and less than 50 mK. In this paper, we use the second definition of the moment central wave-number. The band conversion coefficients of a and b are determined with a linear fitting regression of the Planck function for a set of brightness temperatures ranging from 180 K to 320 K.
D. Uncertainty of the SRF Shift Algorithm as the Tb Threshold for the SRF Shift
The uncertainty of the SRF shift algorithm is used to guide the final selection of the total amount of SRF shift. Seven uncertainty components were identified in the SRF shift algorithm from the flowchart of Fig. 3 in calculating the Tb bias between the simulated LEO radiance and calibrated GEO data: 1) In operation, the GOES IR slope m values are usually smoothed within a certain time window over a certain number of days to minimize the variation caused by the measurement noise [19] . This smoothing algorithm may cause an average of less than 0.1 K uncertainty in measured radiance for each IR channel [21] .
2) The uncertainty of the GSICS GEO-LEO intercalibration associated with the uncertainty of the collocation criteria is about 0.02 K at the typical scene temperatures for each IR channel [14] , [15] . The typical scene temperatures are defined as 289 K, 240 K, 290 K, and 271 K for GOES-14/15 Imager Ch2, Ch3, Ch4, and Ch6, respectively. 3) The different set of cw and band conversion coefficients can cause up to a 0.05 K Tb difference. 4) The mean SRF is used for those channels with multiple detectors. The line-by-line radiative transfer model [22] with various atmospheric profiles is used to simulate the top-of-atmosphere radiance difference caused by the different SRFs. For example, GOES-14/15 Imager Ch3 and Ch6 each has two detectors, and the uncertainty of simulated GEO radiance caused by the detector SRF difference is less than 0.01 K at the typical scene temperatures. 5) The slight variations of day-time BB temperature, BB and space view raw counts can also affect the calculations of m and b in (7) and (8), and thus the calibrated GEO radiance. A Monte Carlo method [23] is used to assess the error distribution of simulated radiance using the GOES-15 Imager Ch3 measurements from 12:00 to 14:00 SLT between October 11, 2010 and October 13, 2010. The uncertainty of the simulation for a typical scene (Tb = 245 K@Ch3, for example) during this period is less than 0.01 K. 6) The specification of LEO spectral calibration accuracy of 50 ppm, which can cause very small negligible uncertainty in the simulated LEO radiance of less than 0.01 K at the typical scene temperature [14] .
7) As the Mercury Cadmium Telluride detectors of GOES
Imager Ch3 and Ch6 channels have a nonlinear response to signal, the quadratic coefficient q in the calibration equation (2) can also change with the new SRF [24] . A sensitivity analysis was conducted to assess the impact of the nonlinearity term on the radiometric calibration accuracy. The result showed that the nonlinearity impact is relatively small. A 5% change in the q values at GOES15 Ch3 can cause a mean Tb bias change in less than 0.06 K. In this paper, we assume the nonlinearity effect remain constant as their pre-launch values.
The uncertainty introduced with virtual optics' system is assumed negligible as no systematic bias between GOES and IASI was observed at a large scan angle range [16] . The estimated overall uncertainty in simulating the GEO radiance is less than 0.15 K for the "true" central wave-number based on our current best knowledge and conservative. This uncertainty value is used as a threshold to select the smaller shifted central wave-number that results in either minimum overall Tb bias or the minimum scene-dependent slope. Here, the Tb bias and slope refer to the absolute values. In addition, there are two other purposes in the use of 0.15 K as the maximum uncertainty goal, 1) to check if any other calibration factors may also contribute to the radiometric calibration error, and 2) if the spectral resolution of the reference instrument, which is used as the SRF shift interval, is fine enough for the SRF shift purpose.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Verification of the Refined Method Using GOES-13 Imager Ch6 Data
A large cold 2 K Tb bias was observed at GOES Imager Ch6 during the science test portion of the PLT when the calibration system was operating with the Version 1 SRF in late 2006 (http://www.oso.noaa.gov/goes/goes-calibration/ goes-imager-srfs.htm). The vendor (ITT Exelis) then reanalyzed the pre-launch sampling data and revised the SRFs, Fig. 5 . Scatterplot of the scene-dependent radiance difference for GOES-13 Imager Ch6 with Version 2 SRF (top, mean Tb bias to AIRS = −1.20 K), shifted at minimum slope (middle, mean Tb bias to AIRS = −0.12 K) and minimum Tb bias (bottom, mean Tb bias to AIRS = 0.08 K). The optimal SRF shift of −1.98 cm −1 is recommended using the algorithm described in this study as the minimum slope was first met within the Tb bias < 0.15 K uncertainty threshold. denoted as Version 2 by NOAA (Table II) (Fig. 4 left) .
In order to verify the method described previously, we backshifted the operational SRF (Version 3) by +2.1 cm −1 , effectively reverting back to the Version 2 SRF. The Version 2 SRF radiance was then simulated and compared to the actual measurements in late 2008. To minimize the possible seasonal radiometric calibration variation, the GOES calibration data in late October 2010 were used to estimate the calibration coefficients for the Version 2 SRF. These calibration coefficients were then applied to the GOES-IASI collocation data after April 2010. As shown in Fig. 4 , the measured Version 2 SRF GOES Tb bias to IASI before December 2009 was about −1.26 K (Fig. 4, left) , while the simulated Version 2 SRF GOES T b bias to IASI is −1.35 K (Fig. 4, right) . This is about a 0.1 K difference between the simulated and measured T b bias to IASI. Also, the mean simulated T b bias with/without correction for the BB radiance is 0.16 K, which agrees within the estimated uncertainty of a 0.2 K mean Tb bias as described in Wu and Yu [1] . These results validate that the method proposed in this study to evaluate a new SRF is reliable with an uncertainty of 0.15 K. With the refined SRF shifting algorithm, the Version 2 SRF of this channel should be shifted by −1.98 cm −1 to reach a minimum scene-dependent slope with a mean Tb bias to AIRS of −0.12 K (Fig. 5) . (Table II ). Yet, this SRF update did not significantly change the radiometric calibration accuracy in any of the four IR channels (Fig. 6) .
B. Evaluation, Shifting, and Verification of GOES-14/15 Imager Ch3 and Ch6 SRFs
GOES-15, the most recent GOES satellites, was launched on March 4, 2010 and reached its checkout point at 89.5
• W on March 16, 2010. Its radiance quality was checked with GSICS collocation data starting from June 1, 2010 until October 28, 2010. During this period, the GOES-15 Imager was operated with its Rev. E SRF.
During these GOES-14 and GOES-15 PLT for science test periods, large biases to both AIRS and IASI were observed in the water vapor channels. Consistent ∼ +1 K and ∼ +2 K bias to the two reference instruments were observed at GOES-14 and GOES-15 Ch3, respectively (Figs. 6 and 7, Table III ). Compared to GOES-12 and GOES-13 Ch6 which have a Tb bias beyond their specification, the Tb bias of GOES14/15 Ch6 was greatly reduced, probably due to the improved spectral calibration method applied by the vendor. To avoid the impact of the GOES midnight calibration anomaly [17] and the directional reflectance/emissivity effect in the window channel during the day-time [25] , only the night-time GOES-IASI collocation data before 10:30 P.M. SLT are plotted for Ch2 and Ch4 in Figs. 6 and 7. To avoid the GOES midnight calibration anomaly and also ensure adequate all-sky data, day-time collocation data of the absorptive channels (Ch3 and Ch6) are used in this study to revise the SRFs. The day-time collocation data of the absorptive channels do not have strong day-time directional effect, if any, as those of the window channels. As the bias to the reference observation is scene radiance dependent, a minimum of 150 homogenous collocation scenes is applied to ensure reliable and stable mean Tb values for the data plotted in the figures [15] . Note that the IASI spectrum cannot fully cover the SRF range of GOES-14/15 Imager Ch2. However, the impact of missing IASI measurements on the broad-band Ch2 radiance is very small (< 0.1 K at a typical scene) [5] . Following the procedures described in Wu and Yu [1] , it can be found that the large biases of the absorptive channels in Table III and Figs. 6 and 7 are most likely to be mainly attributed to SRF errors. Per these early PLT reports, the instrument vendor subsequently re-analyzed the pre-flight calibration data and delivered the revised GOES-14/15 SRFs, denoted as Rev. G in October 2010. While evaluating the radiometric calibration with Rev. G SRFs, we reported that the SRF of one of detectors of the GOES14 Imager Ch6 was "out-of-family." The instrument vendor later confirmed this as an artifact anomaly and delivered a new version denoted as Rev. H to correct for this detector's SRF in June 2011. For the GOES-15 Imager, the Rev. G and Rev. H SRFs are identical. The Rev. H SRFs were then evaluated following the flowchart in Fig. 3 . It was found that although Rev. H substantially reduced the bias of these channels, Tb bias of up to 1 K still remained (Table IV, 2nd column). We thus recommended further correction to the Rev. H SRF by shifting the SRFs.
The scatterplots of radiance difference against the scene radiance of Rev. E, Rev. H, and the shifted Rev. H are shown in Fig. 8 for the two absorptive IR channels of GOES-14 and 15. As shown in the first column in Fig. 8 , there was an apparently nonlinear relationship of the scene-dependent difference for GOES-14 and 15 Ch3 with the Rev. E SRF. This nonlinear relationship was reduced, yet still existed for cold scenes with the Rev. H SRF (second column in Fig. 8) . No significant slope value can be observed when the SRF was shifted to its final decision for each channel (third column in Fig. 8 ). These analyses strongly suggest that linear relationship between the Tb bias and scene radiance can become nonlinear as the error for GOES-15 Ch6 based on the minimum scene-dependent slope value.
As shown in Fig. 9 , shifting the SRF toward the optimal central wave-number resulted in progressive decrease in the absolute values of overall Tb bias and scene-dependent slopes. This confirmed that the large Tb bias observed at the GOES-14/15 PLT periods were attributed mainly to incorrect SRFs. The slight discrepancy of the overall Tb bias and slope to approach their minimum values may indicate to a less degree contribution from calibration factors other than SRF error [1] .
The overall impact of spectral shift, or the sensitivity of overall Tb bias change to the SRF shift, can also be calculated with data in Fig. 9 . For each SRF shift at IASI spectral resolution of 0.25 cm −1 , the overall mean Tb bias changes about 0.02-0.04 K and 0.15 K for GOES-14/15 Ch3 and Ch6, respectively. The large change of Tb bias at Ch6 indicates the strong sensitivity of radiometric calibration accuracy to the spectral calibration at this channel. It may also suggest that the 0.25 cm −1 IASI spectral interval can meet the goal of radiometric calibration accuracy better than 0.15 K.
Data used for the shift analyses are as follows: the mean BB and space-look raw counts and the BB temperature between 12:00 P.M. and 14:00 P.M. SLT over a continuous three days (Jan. 9-11, 2010 for GOES-14 and Aug. 15-17, 2010 for GOES-15) were used to calculate the newly calibrated scene radiance. About one month of the homogeneous collocation scenes from mid-December 2009 to mid-January 2010 for GOES14 and from late September to late October 2010 for GOES15 were used to evaluate the radiometric calibration accuracy with the Rev. H SRF and the SRF shift. Note that during this period there were no abnormal calibration variations for all the instruments used in this study.
The shifted SRFs were implemented in the GOES-14 and 15 IR operational calibration system on August 9, 2011 (Table II) . In mid-August 2011, GOES-14 was pulled out of storage for the routine function checks with the newly shifted SRF for few weeks, followed by GOES-15 in preparation for its replacement of GOES-11 as GOES-West in December 2011. Fig. 10 shows the observed daily mean Tb bias to AIRS and IASI over the day-time homogeneous collocation scenes. The mean Tb bias with the new operational SRF has been greatly reduced to less than 0.15 K (fifth and sixth columns in Table IV ). The new SRF also reduced the scene radiance-dependent bias and thus reduced the daily mean Tb variation as shown in Fig. 8 . The difference between the actual measured and estimated Tb bias to IASI is most likely attributed to the GSICS GEO-LEO inter-calibration uncertainty and the GOES calibration variations. Fig. 10 . Time-series of daily mean Tb bias to AIRS (in blue) and IASI (in red) for GOES-14 Ch3 and Ch6 (upper two panels) and GOES-15 Ch3 and Ch6 (lower panels). The data before August 9, 2011 (dash lines) were calibrated using the Rev. E SRF, and the data after August 9, 2011 were calibrated using the shifted SRFs, which are the current operational ones. The solid lines at GOES-14 Imager at the top panels correspond to the date Rev. E was implemented (Nov. 24, 2009). (Table I) . Similar to the GOES-13 Imager Ch6, a large Tb bias of GOES-12 Imager Ch6 was also reported in different studies [26] , [27] . This large Tb bias is believed to be most likely caused by SRF error [1] .
C. Correction of the SRF of the GOES-12 Imager
Due to an electrical short that destroyed the thermostatic control, the GOES12 Imager anti-ice heater was turned off in its PLT for science test period [28] . Consequently, the IR channels were slowly losing signal over time, probably due to an accumulation of ice on the cold optical components. To reduce the contamination build-up and therefore reduce the rate of signal loss, four decontamination events have been conducted for the GOES-12 Imager so far. Three of them were conducted during its GOES-East mission, and the fourth was performed while on the way toward the South American mission in late April 2010. All these decontaminations apparently change the instrument SRFs and result in a sudden change in the bias as shown in Fig. 11 . In addition, the GOES-12 Imager patch temperature switches between 91 K and 99 K every April and September each year. Such large patch temperature change can also affect long-wave spectral detector responsivity [29] .
In this paper, day-time AIRS collocation data were used to shift the GOES-12 Imager Ch6 SRF over the entire GOES-East mission life. A total of 13 contiguous periods of about 21 days in both January and June from 2004 through 2010 were used to generate the relationship between the mean Tb bias with respect to AIRS and the central wave-number shifts. The calibrated GEO radiances are calculated with the procedures shown in Fig. 3 . Assuming that the calibration-related instrument telemetry data are long-term stable with some seasonal variations, the mean GOES calibration data [BB temperature, BB view count, and the space view count needed in (6)- (8) Table V ). The use of the mean calibration data instead of real BB data is to reduce the calculation time as the GOES-12 Imager instrument performance and the instrument telemetry temperature, BB and space view data are very stable during the day time within each season studied in this paper. No GVAR Block 11 calibration data are available from CLASS since after the GOES-12 was moved to the Southern American mission in April 2010. The GOES-12 Imager data after April 2010 was obtained from Space Science and Engineering Center (SSEC) at the University of WisconsinMadison. A strong linear relationship between the measured Tb bias with respect to AIRS and the SRF shifts can be observed in Fig. 12 . This strong linear regression can be used to provide the SRF correction throughout its mission life. Fig. 11 shows the time-series of the mean Tb bias with respect to AIRS over the day-time homogenous collocations before and after the SRF correction. The effects of seasonal variation and decontamination events on the Tb bias were all greatly reduced with the corrected SRF as shown from the black symbols. The mean simulated Tb bias to AIRS after the SRF correction over the study period is −0.02(±0.23) K. A slight variation can be observed in the Tb bias with respect to AIRS after the SRF correction around June-July 2007. The root cause of this small variation is yet unknown, probably related to the long-term decontamination event conducted in early July 2007.
IV. CONCLUSION
The GSICS GEO-LEO inter-calibration collocation data, together with the GOES instrument calibration data, can be used to shift the absorptive IR SRFs to improve the radiometric calibration accuracy once the instrument spectral characterization error is identified. In this paper, we refined the SRF shifting algorithm developed during the GOES-13 PLT period by actually calculating the impact of SRF-induced BB on the calibrated GEO radiance. The algorithm was estimated to cause less than 0.15 K uncertainty in the simulated typical GEO radiance. Therefore, the 0.15 K uncertainty was used as a threshold to guide the final selection of the total amount of SRF shift, that is, the shifted SRF should have either minimum absolute Tb bias or minimum absolute scene-dependent slope, whichever occurs first within the 0. 15 Nonlinear relationship between the Tb bias and scene radiance can be observed at GOES-14/15 Ch3 Rev. E and Rev G. SRFs. The nonlinearity reduced as the SRFs were corrected toward to the optimal values, and no significant scene-dependent slopes can be found with the optimally shifted SRFs at all the four absorptive channels. The reduced scene-dependent bias with respect to the reference instruments thus resulted in reduced daily mean Tb bias variations as observed after the implementation of the optimal shifted SRFs as shown in Fig. 10 .
The refined SRF shift algorithm is also used to revise the erroneous SRF of GOES-12 Imager Ch6 which varied with time through its mission life. With the GOES-AIRS collocation data and the GOES-12 calibration-related parameters extracted from GOES GVAR Block 11, a strong linear relationship between the mean Tb bias with respect to AIRS and the optimal SRF shifts is found at this channel. This linear relation can be used to correct time-dependent SRF error for a better radiance simulation in radiative transfer models.
As pointed out in Wu and Yu [1] , the shifted SRF may not be the actual SRF of the instrument as shown from the changed shape of GOES-13 Ch6 Version 2 SRF from Version 1 SRF, both measured by the instrument vendor. The large biases at GOES-14/15 Ch3 are most likely attributed to the errors in the SRF shapes. However, without the laboratory measurements, shifting the SRF becomes the most practical way to improve the radiometric calibration accuracy. Such a large SRF shift requires accurate estimations of the impact of key parameters at every calibration process. The method described in this paper can be used to evaluate and correct the erroneous SRF of absorptive IR channels at other satellites. Revision of erroneous SRF is most important after the satellite launch, yet before it becomes fully operational. This study also shows the importance of accurate pre-launch calibrations for the highquality on-orbit radiance.
